Court convened for its Regular
Meeting at the Courthouse,
Henderson, KY, on Tuesday,
February 20, 2018 at 9:30 a.m.,
County Judge/Executive Brad
Schneider presiding.

CALL TO ORDER
County Judge/Executive Brad Schneider called the meeting to order.
INVOCATION
The invocation was given by Magistrate Bruce Todd.
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
Judge Schneider led the Pledge of Allegiance.
ROLL CALL
Magistrate Todd….…………….Present
Magistrate Wilkerson..…………Present
Magistrate Puttman…………….Present
Magistrate Warren….…….…….Present
Magistrate Alexander……….….Present
MINUTES FEBRUARY 6, 2018 Fiscal Court Meeting
Magistrate Todd made a motion to approve the February 6, 2018 fiscal court
minutes as submitted. Magistrate Wilkerson seconded the motion. Upon roll call
the vote stood:
ROLL CALL
Magistrate Todd….…………….Aye
Magistrate Wilkerson..…………Aye
Magistrate Puttman…………….Aye
Magistrate Warren….…….…….Aye
Magistrate Alexander……….….Aye

ANIMAL CONTROL REPORTS – Angela Hagedorn
Ms. Hagedorn presented the financial report for the Humane Society.

Ms. Hagedorn advised all of the animals seized from the farm earlier in the year had
been adopted or sent to a rescue.
KENTUCKY TRANSPORTATION RURAL & SECONDARY
RECOMMENDATIONS – Nick Stallings
Nick Stallings announced that Jason Ward had returned from active duty with the
Navy and was now working as the District Manager for District #2. Nick also
introduced Ethan Johnson who is now working with him in maintenance.
Nick presented the Transportation Cabinet’s recommendations for 2018/2019 Rural
and Secondary Road Program as well as Henderson County’s Flex Funds
Recommendation.

Magistrate Todd made a motion to accept the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet’s
recommendations for Rural and Secondary roads as well as the recommendations

for Henderson County’s Flex Funds. Magistrate Warren seconded the motion.
Upon roll call the vote stood:
ROLL CALL
Magistrate Todd….…………….Aye
Magistrate Wilkerson..…………Aye
Magistrate Puttman…………….Aye
Magistrate Warren….…….…….Aye
Magistrate Alexander……….….Aye
Magistrate Warren asked if Mr. Stallings could provide a map showing how many
miles of road had been surfaced since 2009. Mr. Stallings responded he would bring
a copy of that map to Sue Baker for distribution to the magistrates.
AIRPORT DRAINAGE PROJECT RECOMMENDATIONS – Buzzy Newman
Buzzy Newman presented the recommendations for awarding the bid for the Airport
Drainage Project to low bidder Pollard and Sons Excavating, LLC stating their
references had been checked and there was nothing to prevent them from being
awarded the bid. Mr. Newman advised the DRA grant for this project was in the
amount of $200,000. He further stated Pollard’s bid was $94,310, approximately
half of the grant amount. He stated the remaining grant money might be able to be
used for Phase II of the ditch project.

Magistrate Alexander made a motion to approve the Resolution awarding the bid to
Pollard and Sons Excavating LLC in the amount of $94,310. Magistrate Todd
seconded the motion. Upon roll call the vote stood:
ROLL CALL
Magistrate Todd….…………….Aye
Magistrate Wilkerson..…………Aye
Magistrate Puttman…………….Aye
Magistrate Warren….…….…….Aye
Magistrate Alexander……….….Aye
COUNTY CLERK’S MONTLY REPORT
Renesa Abner presented the January monthly report.

Magistrate Todd made a motion to accept the County Clerk’s report into the record.
Magistrate Puttman seconded the motion. Upon roll call the vote stood:
ROLL CALL
Magistrate Todd….…………….Aye
Magistrate Wilkerson..…………Aye
Magistrate Puttman…………….Aye
Magistrate Warren….…….…….Aye
Magistrate Alexander……….….Aye
ANNUAL ORDER SETTING MAXIMUM FOR DEPUTIES – Renesa Abner
Renesa presented the County Clerk’s Order Setting Maximum for Deputies as
required by the Department for Local Government.

There was discussion regarding what was included in the figure Ms. Abner
submitted. Ms. Abner stated the extra cost of the Pension Plan was included in the
figure. Judge Schneider stated this was the maximum that they will try to stay
within those amounts. However, we will set the exact salaries during budget time
but will not exceed the amount submitted by Ms. Abner or Sheriff Brady. Sheriff
Brady stated his office worked with Treasurer Brenda Rider to be certain they were
submitting the correct figure. Magistrate Puttman asked if he took into account the
vacancies he had and what it would take in dollars to hire that number. Sheriff
Brady responded he did and generally a rehire would be hired in less than the person
who retired/left. Sheriff Brady said he would hold his staff levels until they have
been approved stating he had held certain positions open longer than he should
trying to save the County money. Magistrate Puttman asked the Sheriff how he
figured overtime. Sheriff Brady stated flooding and other weather events are
usually what cause the Sheriff’s Department to incur overtime. Magistrate Warren
asked if the sheriff’s deputies’ salaries plus insurance would give them the number
he submitted. Ms. Rider responded yes and no. What they do not see is the amount
included for Medicare, Social Security Tax, Workers Comp, and a couple of other
small things that are included per department. Judge Schneider also advised there
were also increases coming out of the State Legislature that are not seen.
Magistrate Puttman made a motion to approve Ms. Abner’s Order Setting Maximum
for Deputies. Magistrate Warren seconded the motion. Upon roll call the vote
stood:

ROLL CALL
Magistrate Todd….…………….Aye
Magistrate Wilkerson..…………Aye
Magistrate Puttman…………….Aye
Magistrate Warren….…….…….Aye
Magistrate Alexander……….….Aye
SHERIFF’S MONTHLY REPORTS

Magistrate Puttman made a motion to accept the Sheriff’s reports into the record.
Magistrate Todd seconded the motion. Upon roll call the vote stood:
ROLL CALL
Magistrate Todd….…………….Aye
Magistrate Wilkerson..…………Aye
Magistrate Puttman…………….Aye
Magistrate Warren….…….…….Aye
Magistrate Alexander……….….Aye

ANNUAL ORDER SETTING MAXIMUM FOR DEPUTIES – Ed Brady

Magistrate Puttman made a motion to approve the Sheriff’s Order Setting Maximum
for Deputies. Magistrate Warren seconded the motion. Upon roll call the vote
stood:
ROLL CALL
Magistrate Todd….…………….Aye
Magistrate Wilkerson..…………Aye
Magistrate Puttman…………….Aye
Magistrate Warren….…….…….Aye
Magistrate Alexander……….….Aye
CLAIMS – Brenda Rider
Treasurer Brenda Rider presented claims for payment saying they were running
approximately 66% of budget. She advised there were two additional claims that
needed to be approved:
Jail Training
Tom DeMar Electric

$7,500.00
$9,830.31 (Co. Atty. Off. Renov.)

Magistrate Puttman made a motion to pay the claims. Magistrate Warren seconded
the motion. Upon roll call the vote stood:
ROLL CALL
Magistrate Todd….…………….Aye
Magistrate Wilkerson..…………Aye
Magistrate Puttman…………….Aye
Magistrate Warren….…….…….Aye
Magistrate Alexander……….….Aye

BUDGET APPROPRIATION TRANSFERS – Brenda Rider

Judge Schneider commented on the line item transfers. The Telecom Audit Group
was hired to audit all of our phone bills to assure all lines we were paying for were
all being used and to review all of the taxes associated with those lines. They cut
our telephone bill by approximately one-half. The reward for them is they get onehalf of the savings for two years. We pay them direct and that payment comes out
of my telephone line item. All savings after that accrue to our bottom line. The
Zoning Board per diem results in a change of the attorney. Dorin Luck is now the
Appeals Board attorney and he is a little more expensive than the previous attorneys
who served on that board. Ms. Rider commented on the Industrial Revenue Bonds
stating in 2017 there were five industries and for 2018 there are 4 with Hansen
Aluminum’s bond possibly coming on in the future. The industry pays the county
and the county distributes those taxes to the various entities, i.e., library, school
board, extension agency, etc. Judge Schneider said when these industries will
finally pay off their bonds can be difficult because they often will pay them off
early.
Magistrate Puttman made a motion to approve the transfers. Magistrate Todd
seconded the motion. Upon roll call the vote stood:
ROLL CALL
Magistrate Todd….…………….Aye
Magistrate Wilkerson..…………Aye

Magistrate Puttman…………….Aye
Magistrate Warren….…….…….Aye
Magistrate Alexander……….….Aye
COUNTY ATTORNEY PAYMENTS
County Attorney Steve Gold presented checks for February 2018.

Magistrate Todd made a motion to accept the County Attorney’s payments into the
record. Magistrate Puttman seconded the motion. Upon roll call the vote stood:
ROLL CALL
Magistrate Todd….…………….Aye

Magistrate Wilkerson..…………Aye
Magistrate Puttman…………….Aye
Magistrate Warren….…….…….Aye
Magistrate Alexander……….….Aye
PERSONNEL MOVES
Judge Schneider advised Sue Baker had decided to retire effective the end of May.
Sue said her goodbyes and advised the Court her last day would be May 31. Judge
Schneider said in speaking about Sue’s replacement he considered Kurt Wiesen who
works at the Detention Center. After speaking to Jailer Brady and Mr. Wiesen once
they can work out a mutually convenient date, Kurt will be coming to the Judge’s
Office. Judge Schneider also advised he had spoken to County Clerk Renesa Abner
who must be offered the job as Fiscal Court Clerk. Not surprisingly, Ms. Abner
declined the offer and Judge Schneider said Kurt will also be taking over that job.
He advised the transfer of funds from the part time line item is to help cover Kurt’s
salary while working with Sue. Judge Schneider asked for a motion to approve Kurt
as the Administrative Assistant and at Sue’s retirement, the court can approve his
appointment as Fiscal Court Clerk. Magistrate Wilkerson asked if the Fiscal Court
Clerk was paid from a different account than what is used for the Administrative
Assistant’s position. Magistrate Wilkerson stated at the last training he attended it
was stated even if the same person did the two jobs, they should receive two
separate checks. Judge Schneider responded he would make sure this is done
correctly. Magistrate Puttman made a motion to approve Kurt Wiesen as the
Administrative Assistant replacing Sue Baker. Magistrate Warren seconded the
motion. Upon roll call the vote stood:
ROLL CALL
Magistrate Todd….…………….Aye
Magistrate Wilkerson..…………Aye
Magistrate Puttman…………….Aye
Magistrate Warren….…….…….Aye
Magistrate Alexander……….….Aye
GOOD OF THE COUNTY
Jailer Amy Brady
Jailer Brady advised the court that the new jail kitchen passed state inspection. She
stated Danco will be working 16 hours per day to get caught up on work that is
behind schedule.
Land Acquisition – Jail
Magistrate Carter Wilkerson questioned Jailer Brady regarding the status of the
purchase of two tracts of land that adjoins the Jail. Jailer Brady said it was at a
standstill. Judge Schneider responded that she had told him yesterday she was not
interested in doing anything anymore. Jailer Brady said there has been some
controversy and there doesn’t have to be. She said she had followed the steps and
followed procedures. We are working with staff and trying to do things right. We
have way too much going on to have controversy. Magistrate Wilkerson said the
Jail has the money to pay for the property haven’t they and it will be used for
gardening for the inmates? Jailer Brady responded, “yes” and hopefully in the
future it would be used for a treatment center or a reporting program kind of like
Jefferson County has. That is the only one I know of in the state. Christian County
is looking at one and Hopkins County. Magistrate Warren said there was one he sat
in on in Madison County. The way they presented it, it was outstanding. That is
what I can really envision on that property. They help with local industry. After
they go through the program, they are able to go out into the workforce. So it is
kind of like a vocational/medical/treatment facility. Jailer Brady said that is more
like (unsure what she said) like Techno Apex. Judge Schneider said when she has a

more complete plan for something like that to feel free.. Magistrate Todd asked
Jailer Brady to give the court a project plan on purchasing the land and what you are
going to do with it in stages, gardening, can we get that? Jailer Brady responded the
only thing they have planned for it is the gardening program. Mr. Day provides all
of the plants and the only thing we have to purchase is the chemicals or fertilizer.
Magistrate Wilkerson asked if they were still gardening the same amount as they did
last year. Jailer Brady responded last year they reduced from the front property that
was sold, we lost right around three acres there. Without this we will be down about
11 acres. Magistrate Wilkerson asked Jailer Brady what the garden saved the Jail a
year. Jailer Brady responded it provides produce all year long. She went on to say
they have three walk-in freezers that are full. Magistrate Wilkerson asked if it save
$100,000 a year. Jailer Brady responded well over that. Magistrate Wilkerson
asked how much is the total purchase of the property? Magistrate Warren
responded $220,000. Jailer Brady said I don’t know, I don’t have my paperwork
with me. Magistrate Wilkerson said so in two years you’ve basically made your
money back, if you didn’t have any garden at all you would make your money back
from two years just for raising a garden. Jailer Brady responded plus they donate to
the Salvation Army soup kitchen, The Gathering Place, Community Outreach,
Matthew 25, to all locations that provide meals. Magistrate Puttman asked if it was
250,000 lbs. of produce that was produced. Jailer Brady responded they were right
at 400,000 lbs. Magistrate Puttman said you could almost figure $1.00 per pound
for produce. Magistrate Wilkerson asked the County Attorney if there was anything
legally wrong with doing this. He said the County has to buy it and the Jail transfers
the money from the secure funds. Is there any kind of legal hold up? County
Attorney Gold said he wasn’t sure what Magistrate Wilkerson meant by legal hold
up. Magistrate Wilkerson asked if it was legal for her to do that, buy the property?
Mr. Gold asked for the County to purchase the land? Magistrate Wilkerson
responded and then she reimburses us back from the… Mr. Gold stated any funds
expended, it is my understanding, the proposal of this would be paid out of the
canteen account. That money is earmarked and does have to be for the benefit of the
inmates. So, even though the County would hold title to it, the land and any profit
made from it would be earmarked for that purpose. Magistrate Wilkerson asked if
you turned around and sold it later all you would have to do is pay her back the
money she contributed. Mr. Gold responded that was his understanding. Jailer
Brady said anything out of the General Fund, the Jail can’t make a profit off of
inmate money. Judge Schneider stated in the discussions leading up to this he
asked a couple of pretty specific questions of the Jailer to make certain that the
Fiscal Court had all of the information it needed to make the most accurate decision
on supporting this and they included; the amount of monies in both the canteen and
commissary accounts out of which this would be spent and also the consideration in
the Jailer’s estimation of acquiring the ground for the garden, which would be take
the City’s property which is very close to the Jail on the very back of Fairmont
Cemetery that would not cost the Jail anything to garden on and would be available
for her discretion. I was told by Jailer Brady that she would not disclose how much
money was in the commissary account and she would not disclose how much money
(Jailer Brady commented but this transcriber could not hear her response). Judge
Schneider said, “OK”, but that makes me curious why this was never disclosed to us
and that also she would not consider the gardening of City owned ground for no
charge. I clearly stated that I was more than happy to entertain the notion of
purchasing the ground if the Fiscal Court was made very aware of the financial
conditions of these rather accounts in the Jail. In the past the Jail has not been as
forthcoming from its financial dealings as we would have liked. I know that there
are going to be two audits coming out that will show some of that. I wanted to make
sure that in any future dealings with, and again not under your watch (referring to
Jailer Brady coming in after Jailer Herrington), I wanted to make certain that any
financial dealings with the Jail were absolutely transparent and Fiscal Court had all
of the information that it needed to make certain that it was making proper decisions
because these are under the purview of the Fiscal Court. This is property that would
be owned by the County, it affects our property and liability insurance ratings, it
affects many things and ultimately it is our responsibility. I was told yesterday that
the Jailer was so adamant about not revealing to the Fiscal Court the amount of
money that was in the commissary account that she just wanted to drop the whole

thing. Jailer Brady responded that was not it. It was the fact that…Judge Schneider
responded that was exactly what you told me Jailer. Jailer Brady responded she did
not like the controversy. There is absolutely no reason for controversy. Judge
Schneider responded that he agreed. Jailer Brady said she had shared with the Judge
in the past the around about figure that is in the account. You of you all asked me
for the information…Judge Schneider interjected he did not know how much was in
the account. He then asked the Magistrates if they knew how much was in either of
those accounts. Magistrate Puttman responded he could get pretty close. Judge
Schneider stated he would like to know exactly. Then Magistrate Puttman looked
toward Jailer Brady in an effort to get her approval to share the figure. Jailer Brady
responded that is fine. Magistrate Puttman then said it was right at $900,000, I
believe. Jailer Brady responded that included inmate money that is on their
accounts too. Judge Schneider responded to the Jailer saying in the messages he
sent to her they were very simple questions and if he could answers to those simple
questions we would be more than happy to move forward on this topic. Jailer Brady
said as far as gardening the cemetery, she said she had tried to think outside the box
and she has asked people to see their thoughts on it. She said she thought it was
very disrespectful to people who have loved ones buried in the cemetery; people
coming in and out, ceremonies going on, people coming in to spend time with their
loved ones, we are literally going to be using power sprayers and tillers and tractors.
I find that very disrespectful. Judge Schneider responded all right and that he
completely understood. He went on to say when he met with her at the Jail
Committee Meeting you (Jailer Brady) said you had asked the DOC (Department of
Corrections) and KJA (Kentucky Jailers Association) and they said you could not do
it. Now you are telling me that you just don’t want to do it. I understand the
difference, but when I asked for the names of the people you talked to at DOC and
KJA you would not give me those names until yesterday I pressed you again and
when I called the Director of the KJA she did not think there was a problem. Jailer
Brady responded she is not the director she was a lobbyist. Judge Schneider
responded she is listed as an executive director of the board. She didn’t see a
problem with it. So it is not necessarily that I disagree I just want to make sure that
there is a level of trust and open transparent exchange of information about what
happens at the Jail, how you respond to questions from Fiscal Court. I am not
opposed to acquiring ground I just want to be sure that we are open and transparent
about the finances of the Jail and how we reach decisions. Jailer Brady stated that
she and Judge Schneider met and we met before this and when we were talking
about business and the fact that things are transparent and that we both have to be
that way. You have to be honest, trustworthy, and have morals (could not
understand the rest of her sentence). Judge Schneider responded he agreed. Jailer
Brady said we spoke about that, we spoke about recordings, we spoke about the
calls to DLG about the canteen account, things like that. Magistrate Wilkerson
responded the recordings… Jailer Brady said she did not have a problem with any
of it. The audits that are going to reveal whatever information they weren’t under
my watch. I was an employee of the Jail, however, I did not work in the front.
Judge Schneider said that was absolutely true. Jailer Brady said she had worked
over 20 years there, working to help make it one of the best jails in the state of
Kentucky. I did contracts, and made sure we were making enough money to pay
our debt ceiling, all of our employee benefits, salaries, where we were not costing
the county anything. Judge Schneider said he agreed. Jailer Brady said she could
not help what she stepped into. All she could do is try to correct that. She said she
had been working really hard to work with everyone, trying to be the best jailer she
could be, and move the Jail in the right direction. Judge Schneider said he really
appreciated that. He went on to say that his comments weren’t necessarily directed
at Jailer Brady as much as Magistrate Wilkerson is asking. I think he understands
exactly why we were not moving on the real estate. Magistrate Wilkerson
responded he wanted to be transparent and we will do it in here. Judge Schneider
responded that was terrific. So, I think you agree that the Fiscal Court and the Judge
asking very simple questions of the Jailer is not unreasonable. Information to very
simple questions like that should be expected. Magistrate Puttman stated before we
close the book, stating he was kind of confused if this process was going to
continue, he would like to offer up a comment. He said it is nice to know what the
plan is and you can kind of read it. I agree with Magistrate Todd. He went on to

say, “Amy if you see something, whatever those basic questions are, we need the
answers to give everybody the same information and what the plan would be.” I
know George talked about Madison County and that facility. If you need to expand
down there and that is another revenue source and them (the State) chopping
revenue the way they are, we need to have a plan on how we can continue to be
frugal down there and make it the best jail, or one of the best in the state. Maybe a
little more detail. I don’t think this thing is so huge that we can’t get to where we
need to be but it has to be a business plan and if it is good business then we need to
look at it real close. Judge Schneider responded he completely agreed. Magistrate
Puttman thanked Jailer Brady for all she did. Judge Schneider said part of that
business plan is making sure that we understand all of the potential financial
ramifications of any decision we make. That was part of my reasoning of asking the
balances in the canteen and commissary accounts. Those are two of the largest
accounts you (the Jailer) oversee and by extension that we oversee. Judge Schneider
stated, again, if we can get all of that information and a plan that Magistrate Puttman
requested, I will be happy to consider that. Magistrate Warren asked Jailer Brady if
time was of the essence in this transaction, asking if someone needed to get an
option on the property for a period of time. He said he was really impressed with the
Madison County operation. Jailer Brady responded she did not know how much
longer he will hold the property because it took a while to get the appraisal, there are
not a lot of people around that appraise jail property. She said when she brought it
to you all (the court)…I don’t know if you remember when it was, and I’m not
really sure how much longer he will hold it. Magistrate Puttman stated he and
George were talking the day before about the value of property which can vary
according to the purpose of the property. To grow a garden, maybe that isn’t the
right purpose. That’s what I say when you have a plan that specifies that our goal
would be in the future to make this one of the facilities, or could be, something
along that line instead of just agriculture. Jailer Brady said there was really nowhere
else on Borax Drive. The Vanderburgh County Jail when they built so far away
from the courthouse they know now what a mistake it was. Magistrate Alexander
asked Jailer Brady how property was behind the Jail, saying he understood there was
70 acres of farmland. Jailer Brady responded but this transcriber could not
understand her response. Magistrate Alexander asked if she gave them a heads up
could they cut a piece of it (the land) out for the Jail. Jailer Brady responded they
get one little strip right at the tree line. Magistrate Alexander asked Jailer Brady if
she thought they wouldn’t be interested in giving them an adequate amount out of
the 70 acres to grow for the garden. Jailer Brady responded they had not in the past.
Magistrate Alexander asked if they refused or what. Jailer Brady responded that
Herrington had talked to them about that. She said she thought it was part of the
Industrial Complex. Judge Schneider stated even if we don’t buy the two lots Amy
is talking about we still have the potential to garden on them if they remain unsold
because we have in the past. Jailer Brady said if they sell….I could not hear the
remaining part of her statement. Judge Schneider stated George had stated in the
Finance meeting that those lots had been for sale since he was a boy. Magistrate
Todd stated he travels around and that we do have one of the best jails in the
Commonwealth. A lot of counties are paying $1M or $2M for their jails. He said
he would hope that we continue to work with together. He said he had all of the
confidence in Jailer Brady running the Jail and I would hope we continue and work
together and keep our Jail as one of the best in the state. Magistrate Wilkerson
interjected “and profitable.” Jailer Brady said they were trying their hardest.
Angela Hagedorn – Humane Society Floor Replacement
Ms. Hagedorn advised on the Humane Society, they had obtained a grant and they
were replacing the flooring in the main part of their building. It will begin on March
12 and they will be requesting by appointment only at for owner surrenders. We are
replacing flooring in about 2,200 sq. ft. which includes the office space and viewing
for our cats. This will require a lot of maneuvering and shuffling to get that done. It
should not affect animal control. This will mainly affect our intakes. It should not
affect our adoptions because we are going to relocate within the building the cats
and things. Ms. Hagedorn advised she was able to reach out to the Job Corps. They

have a tiling trade and they will install the floor for them. There are some grates in
the kennel runs and the Job Corps welding trade is going to repair those.
George Warren – Fire Hydrants
Magistrate Warren said he would like to bring up the fire hydrants again saying he
might have a solution. He suggested adding $40,000 into the 2018/2019 FY Budget
for replacement of fire hydrants based on the need of the residents. He went on to
say that if the fire hydrant served 1 – 5 residents they pay $200 each; 6 – 10 would
pay $150 each; 11 – 20 $100 each; 20 – 30 $50 each; and 31 and over there would
be no cost because there would be a large enough number benefiting that it would
really be for the good of the county. Magistrate Warren said there were three things
the County needed to look at: (1) Roads, (2) Safety and (3) Fire Protection.
Magistrate Puttman said he thought the court needed to go ahead and look at the fire
hydrant out at 1078 for this 60 + houses I was talking about initially so we can go
ahead and get that started. We would have to take the funds out of either workman
comp savings or the contingency funds. Since this is such a large number of people
and since…I don’t really want to hinder these people if there is a fire. I think we
can go ahead and get this one started and since it is over that number of 31 I think it
is a viable option. Magistrate Warren said he would like to go ahead and offer a
motion so we can do that. Pete said he can get that done this spring. Then the ten
he can get done throughout the year. Judge Schneider responded he was absolutely
open to preparing a budget line item to address this in the future so that we all can
debate it. In addition to some kind of guideline with Pete to set up a committee
that would include volunteer fire departments to see where the locations best make
sense, what works best with the system. Judge Schneider went on to say he would
not support changing our current budget for one particular area. He said he did not
see the emergency right now. This has not been brought up before. Those are my
thoughts. He said he knew there were other communities who would like to have a
fire hydrant. Remember, (talking to George) I asked you to check with the
neighbors to see if they would chip in to cover the cost of the fire hydrant. If they
want a fire hydrant tomorrow, they could divvy it up among themselves and buy one
for not a whole lot of money. Less than those amounts you mentioned. Judge
Schneider asked Magistrate Warren if he had done that. Magistrate Warren
responded he had talked to a couple and then when we voted to do the drone, it was
like which one is more important... fire hydrants or drones and the drones was
$5,000. I was kind of like well a point well made so maybe we need to go ahead
and do this. We have done 50 of these in the past so really a precedent has been
established. Judge Schneider responded to Magistrate Warren that the $5,000 for
the drone project was in the Parks budget. That is like comparing apples to oranges.
I don’t want to play favorites with neighborhoods. Magistrate Warren said this has
nothing to do with favorites, this is a need and there is a number. If I get a call
tomorrow from 40 other neighborhoods who want a fire hydrant after doing this
then what do I do then Magistrate Warren? Magistrate Warren responded, “Then I
would consider it. Because if there are 40 or more houses benefiting part of our…”
Judge Schneider asked Magistrate Warren, “If this is that important why didn’t we
talk about it when we were budgeting for this year?” Magistrate Warren said he
really thought with the court having funds in reserve that we would be able to do
those types of things as needed. Magistrate Puttman said he could not remember
how many fire hydrants Pete Conrad said would need to be placed and if we
prioritized them would these 60 homes be the biggest. Magistrate Puttman said he
agreed with the plan to decide where the fire hydrants be placed and then prioritize
their importance. He went on to say he didn’t agree with the home owners having to
pay anything, we (the county) put them in. Bill Hubiak came forward stating that
we (the county) doesn’t necessarily put them all in. Normally in development,
under the Planning Commission’s rules and regulations, once you past the five lot
subdivision it is required to put in fire hydrants. There are a lot of places that have
done five, then the next five… Judge Schneider interjected that the developer puts
them in, right? That is how you get an accumulation without fire protection. It is
required by developer to put the fire hydrants in for infrastructure. Magistrate Todd
stated he had been talking to Pete Conrad for over a year about 416. There are a
couple of miles and two or three houses that are $250,000 to $300,000 homes with

no fire hydrants up and down that line. There are needs all over the county. We
need to have a structured plan and eventually start providing these citizens that pay
taxes with better fire protection. Judge Schneider responded he was very open to
including that in the budget. Magistrate Warren said let’s go ahead and put that in
the budget but he said he didn’t see why since we had the money not to go ahead
and approve this one for 60 homes because we have the money available to go
ahead and do it. There is no reason not to do it. Judge Schneider said he thought
there was reason not to do it now in that it is not part of an agreed upon plan, it’s a
one off that treats this neighborhood differently than another that would like to have
a fire hydrant. He went on to say that he was not against the county paying for fire
hydrants, he was for planning it out, using existing funds, and trying not to get into
the habit of unbudgeted, knee jerk purchases. That sort of attitude is what partially
got the county into financial trouble in the first place. I think we must be very
judicious about that. If we do this then I can almost guarantee you that Magistrate
Todd, perhaps Magistrate Alexander, or myself would have ten phone calls in the
morning wanting the same thing. And again, they could make the argument why
not, you did it for them why not us too. We have to be very careful about that
because getting ahead of ourselves or making purchases that aren’t a part of a larger
plan, again, I think that’s what helped get the County in the ditch financially in the
first place. That is just my opinion. Magistrate Warren responded that he
understood. Magistrate Puttman stated there is criteria already out there that
establishes where you would locate the different hydrants. Magistrate Todd
responded it depends on the… Magistrate Puttman interjected that he heard
Magistrate Todd say that if those three houses were 1,000 feet apart, in essence say,
you could run down 351, you could have multiple hydrants that would serve just
that small area where it is not as populated. Magistrate Todd responded it is 416.
There are a couple of miles of road with houses on each side. Judge Schneider
stated the other thing to remember when it comes to that is Mr. Conrad from the
Water Department installs hydrants for different reasons than fire protection. They
are part of the relief system/pressure system and they help provide check points for
their structural integrity. Fire protection is secondary. Those guidelines are
completely different than what Mr. Warren is talking about. Magistrate Todd
responded you also have to have the right pipe size. Magistrate Warren responded
this does. Magistrate Todd went on to say you can’t just say you are going to put
fire hydrants along this road or subdivision when they don’t have the proper pipe
size. Judge Schneider stated technically Magistrate Warren has a motion, saying he
was not sure of the appropriateness of making it during a discussion, but he does
have a motion. I guess I will entertain a second if anyone would like to second it, or
we can table it for another discussion. Magistrate Alexander stated he though we
needed to establish a plan and get it mapped out just like we talked about the Jail.
Magistrate Alexander went on to say he thought we need some criteria to go by.
What you have (talking to Magistrate Warren) is something to start with but it is not
necessarily what we want. I think it needs to be mapped out, planned and put into
the budget. You are talking between now and July. They might not even have a
chance to do it between now and July with the weather and stuff going on. I think if
you make a precedent, of course we have done it in the past, we have also put
culverts in free. When I came on this court all you had to do was call and say I need
a field entrance and they would put it in free and maintain it for life. We had to
change that and we also had a lot of money we had for fire hydrants was in the coal
severance. That was money that we used and we don’t have that anymore. That is
why the hydrants didn’t happen because that got cut. I think we need to be real
careful because we keep talking about putting money back and building our
reserves. If you just keep chipping away, chipping away, chipping away the next
thing that you know you are into that figure that we were trying to put back and one
day it is gone or it’s way down. I don’t have a problem doing it, I just think it is
something we need to look at, but I think we need to come up with a really good
plan and how we are going to implement it. Magistrate Warren responded he
thought that was what this was. When people benefit from the hydrant, as
government I think we need to help those people benefit. If they can save money
then we should be able to help them do that. They are already being taxed with the
insurance tax so if nothing else use some of that money to benefit the people with
the hydrants. If we can benefit them by saving on their fire protection

premium…but I will come back in a few weeks with a more defined plan but it is
still going to end up being the same. There are 65 homes in need and if they are
going to be approved in July, let’s say, so what’s the difference in July and…Judge
Schneider responded the budget. Magistrate Alexander also responded it is out of
the budget, it is not just out of the air. It was in our budget. Magistrate Warren said
but we had the money to do it. Magistrate Alexander responded I know. We have
a lot of money to do a lot of other things but you just can’t do that. County Attorney
Steve Gold offered to Magistrate Warren and any of the other Magistrates that any
time something like this comes up when you have a specific plan you would like to
propose, his office would be glad to work with them on putting that into a resolution
form so that it can be written and distributed. Magistrate Puttman stated according
to Roberts Rules of Order, he would table the motion because Magistrate Warren
said he would come back in a couple of weeks to talk about it. Judge Schneider
responded the motion failed for a lack of a second but he did want to table it. He
went on to say that he absolutely agreed that the County should help with safety
especially if it is part of our fire department and within the budget framework.
Magistrate Alexander stated you would think that a subdivision with $300,000 and
$400,000 homes that the community would get together and put a fire hydrant in if it
is a safety issue. If you had a $400,000 home there is no telling what your fire tax is
on it and how much it would save on your insurance. To put $200 to $300 up there
to come up with one, it looks to me like it would make sense to do that. I can also
tell you as I told Magistrate Warren, I have a fire hydrant in my front yard and I
called Farm Bureau to ask how much it would reduce my premium and they said it
would be negligible, like $35. Magistrate Todd stated there was more than just
having a fire hydrant in your yard. You have to be so many miles from the fire
department, the fire department has to have a certain rating, etc. Additional
discussion pursued and Magistrate Warren will return to court again asking for fire
hydrants once he gets additional information. Judge Schneider responded that if
Magistrate Warren wanted this on the next agenda to please call so that it can be put
on the agenda. He said he would think this should be part of the budget process for
next year. Magistrate Puttman asked what number of fire hydrants would we be
looking at. Make the County safer, even though that it is the secondary reason.
How many hydrants do you look at in Henderson County? Judge Schneider
responded if we had a dedicated line item that was enough to put in 10 per year, in
five or six years we would put in a lot of hydrants, it would be budgeted and we
would not be spending a whole lot of money at one time. Have a committee and
guidelines that we are putting them in the right places both from Pete Conrad’s
consideration, the volunteer fire departments’ consideration, and where we get the
best bang for our buck. Judge Schneider said all of things need to be worked out,
saying he did not disagree with Magistrate Warren’s notion. We have to be more
careful about making one off decisions, but he agreed that public safety is always a
priority.
Steve Gold – Justice Reform
Mr. Gold said there were a number of bills out there that where we are going to hear
about an organization called CJ Pac or the Justice Reinvestment Work Group. Mr.
Gold went on to say this group has a pretty broad base of people on it, the Secretary
of Justice, Department of Corrections, prosecutors, defense attorneys, judges and
they met quite a bit. They did talk about the criminal justice issues facing our state
of which there are definite issues and they are significant. They had help from a
group called CJI out of Boston. They came up with these so-called
recommendations but they did not allow a vote on those recommendations. These
are not actual recommendations. CJI worked with the Justice Secretary to decide
what the recommendations were going to be, knowing that the actual justice
reinvestment work group would not pass it so they did not allow a vote. So when
you hear this was recommended by this group, it sound really important although it
wasn’t really actually recommended. There are several things that are budgetary
and I think safety time bombs that will have a real effect on local governments.
Some of them include things like raising the felony threshold, which may or may
not need to be done. That can be debated. Another includes making all drug
possessions of any type, be it heroin, methamphetamine, a misdemeanor with

presumptive probation for the first offense; a misdemeanor with the second offense;
and a third offense being a felony. That actually makes some sense if anybody
trusted the legislature to put real money behind treatment beds and interventions and
the resources that the court level would need to really case management somebody.
In realty what I think they are going to do is put a lot of people on this presumptive
probation, not have enough treatment beds, somebody is going to test dirty, and a
busy district court judge who already has 200 people in their court room and doesn’t
have time to case manage somebody’s treatment is going to end up revoking all of
that probation and they will end up doing the better part of a year in the county jail
on the county dime. Not doing any better and they are going to get out with the
same problems being done. I think that is a real problem both financially and public
safety wise. Unfortunately some of these people aren’t going to live to that third
time when they are going to book them with a felony when it comes to circuit court
where they do have the resources to case manage things like drug court, probation
and parole, etc. As this moves forward and as you start hearing about CJ Pac’s
recommendations I want you to realize that this is really the CJI group out of Boston
and the Justice Cabinet’s recommendation. It is not the recommendation of this
broad based group.
Judge Schneider – Howard Campbell
Judge Schneider thanked everyone for condolences he had received in the death of
his step-father-in-law, Howard Campbell, who was a local dentist and partner of
Mayor Bill Newman. Judge Schneider said he was a prince of a man. He was a
professional and treated his clients and employees in a sterling way, he supported
community efforts both in public and private ways. He was a very dignified person
also a very fun guy. The kind of guy every community would be blessed to have.
He was very good to my family. Keep my family in your prayers. It is always hard
to lose someone who was that impactful and that kind.
There being no further business to come before the court, Magistrate Puttman made
a motion to adjourn.
______________________________
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